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Fall Scholarship
Applicants:
Don’t forget to upload your unofficial
transcript to your fall scholarship
application. Log into ptk.org and
click on “scholarships.” Select “Final
Transcript Upload” and then “2014
Fall Scholarship Application.” Upload
your transcript in the first slot, and
submit. Updated transcripts must be
uploaded by January 15, 2015 in
order for your application to be
considered for this year’s
scholarships.

Important Hallmark
award due dates to
remember:
January 14, 2015 for Individual Awards
Chapter Officer Team, Chapter Officer, Chapter Member,
Paragon Advisor, Distinguished Advisor, Continued
Excellence Advisor, Regional Officer Team and Regional
Officer
January 28, 2015 for Chapter Awards
Honors in Action Project and College Project
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Martha Petry named honorary
member of Alpha Rho Lambda
During our time at Leelanau
Outdoors Center, we
learned that Martha was not
a member of Phi Theta
Kappa. She was never
eligible to become a
member because she never
attended a two-year college.
After a brief conversation
with Mia Ramos-Shirley, we
began conspiring
immediately! In early
November during the
induction ceremony to
honor new members of
Jackson’s Alpha Rho
Lambda chapter, our Dream
Team patiently waited to
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surprise our advisor Martha Petry
with her own induction as
honorary member. Our CORE
Officer, Michigan Region Vice
President, Anne McLeod was in
attendance that evening and
gave a motivating, informational
speech and showed our new
members that Phi Theta Kappa
reaches far beyond our campus.
After Anne so charismatically
spoke, Charlotte Finnigan, JC
faculty and close friend of
Martha, addressed us with a
moving tribute. As expected,
Martha was shocked, humbled,
and moved to tears to finally be
inducted as an honorary

member. This was such a
touching experience for our
Dream Team because we
finally found a way to give
back to our spectacular
mentor. Martha works
tirelessly to support the Alpha
Rho Lambda officer team on
our academic adventure, in
addition to engaging and
encouraging all of her JC
students. Thank you to Martha
for your unending
commitment! And thank you
Anne for being such an
integral part of our special
day!

- Alpha Rho Lambda
Jackson Community College
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Mu Tau of Lansing Community College

Commits to Complete

On November 20th, 2014, Lansing
Community College’s Honor Society, Phi Theta
Kappa, held its very first C4 event. The C4 event
held many purposes, which were: To
encourage students to commit to complete
college, allow for students to access many of
LCC’s resources, and to help assist the
Operation 100% project at LCC. The Chapter
thought it was important that not only did they
give students a
chance to commit to
complete college,
but also that they
provided the
resources that would
assist them in
completing. In
order to jump start
C4, the Mu Tau
Chapter had to gain
administrative
support. All of
Lansing Community
College’s staff was
extremely supportive and corporative. The
Dean of the Arts and Science Division at the
college, Dean Nealon, even donated money to
the chapter in order for them to purchase 500
C4 shirts to hand out at the event. This event
not only advocated for the College Completion
Corps, but also for the Provost Richard
Prystowsky’s operation 100%, which leaves no
student behind. Not only was the Dean and
Provost helpful in supporting the event, but also
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the college’s resource staff. Majority of the
college resource centers came to the event to
teach students about how their services could
aid them through their time at LCC.
When students came to the event, they
were given a passport ticket, which asked
them to visit each station. When a student
would visit a station and learn about the
campus resource, they would receive a
stamp. The first
station allowed
for them to sign
to commit to
completing
college. If a
student was to
receive five
stamps, they
could eat free
Jimmy Johns! If
a student
received ten
stamps, they
would be
entered into a raffle to win a $25 gift
certificate to the college’s school store.
Along with the help of $500 worth of
Jimmy Johns and snacks, the resource
support staff, Phi Theta Kappa, and Student
Life volunteers made the event a complete
success. The stream of students coming in
the door was constant, and every student
signed to commit to complete college. The
Mu Tau Chapter collected far more
3
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signatures than they ever thought they would. This
event was the first one that many of the new officers
had ever worked, along with the new Phi Theta
Kappa members. Although it was a different
experience; everyone took on their responsibilities as
if they had been members for years. It was a true
sight to see as new members collaborated on ideas
and took on such a large task with complete
confidence. The Vice President of the Mu Tau
Chapter is Nathan Warriner, who acted as the
College Project Coordinator since there was not one
assigned at the time. He was able to juggle the C4
event and his other responsibilities all at once. If it
were not for him, the C4 event may not have turned
out the way it had. He helped to keep the group of
members and officers alike, focused on the goal of
the project. Every active Mu Tau member played an
important part in the success of the project, and
should feel proud of their accomplishment. Now,
since this event was such a major success at Lansing
Community College, the staff is in the process of
making this event happen every semester. This event
made a large impact on the student life at Lansing
Community College; it really inspired students to
complete their degree. Not only that, but now they
know of the resources around campus that can help
them do so.
- Mu Tau
Lansing Community College
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Greetings from Kari—your Regional Coordinator
Happy New Year! Those of us in academia are blessed with multiple new years—opportunities
to begin anew, revise or set new goals, have a fresh start or a restart, begin new classes with new
instructors or a new class with a favorite instructor. Whatever is new for you, I hope you commit to
making it your best year ever! January also brings the opportunity to write and submit your Hallmarks
and I thought I would use this column to share some thoughts on hallmarks.
Writing an effective hallmark begins like many other writing projects; you need to understand:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is being asked for—study the rubric
Who is your audience—will they understand what you are telling them
How do you best tell your story
Begin writing as soon as possible
Plan on writing multiple drafts
Find a careful editor
Pay attention to word counts
Beat the deadline… adopt Murphy’s law—if anything can go wrong, it will!

Headquarters provides a rubric for each of the Hallmark award categories, you need to
understand what is being asked in each question and answer it succinctly. This is not the time to rely
on…”if you can’t dazzle them with brilliance; then baffle them with bulls**t!” You are competing with
the best of the best and the judges are going to recognize what’s brilliant and what is not.
Unless the rubric states otherwise, don’t feel like you have to answer in complete sentences, use
bullet points to highlight your major points and save your words for other sections of your story…you
do not have to use all 2600 words allowed in your Honors in Action essay (please check word counts
for each hallmark as they are different).
Our chapter has found it helpful to have a brainstorming session to capture the big ideas that we want
to cover in each of the sections of the hallmark and then we turn it over to one person to start drafting
the response.
Start writing! Write “crap” and revise—so this isn’t the most scholarly statement but it’s helpful. A
draft is a draft is a draft, unless you are at a bar comparing what’s on tap; but we’re Phi Theta Kappa, so
let’s not go there! J Anyway, your hallmark draft isn’t going to be perfect…just start writing!
Perfectionism and procrastination have more in common than starting with the letter P and you just
have to get over the fact that you don’t sit down and write an award winning hallmark in one setting.
Write…edit, write some more, edit some more; give it to someone else to read and let them tear it to
pieces…try using the review/tracking changes feature in word or Google docs to have group editing
privileges.
Edit, edit, edit! Once you think it’s close to perfect; it’s probably time to talk with your writing
center or an English faculty member who will more than likely find something wrong and that’s good.
The more eyes that are reviewing the essay; the better the final product will be. It’s also helpful to have
someone outside of the project see if it makes sense or is clarification needed to understand acronyms
or thoughts you take for granted because you created the project.
Enjoy the process and start writing early. Happy New Year and happy hallmark writing!
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Alpha Omicron Omicron’s “What Moves
You?” event engages students
MMCC’s Alpha Omicron Omicron chapter of Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society recently hosted
a “What Moves You?” student engagement event. The event challenged students to consider what
they are passionate about and to find outlets at the college for engaging their interests. More than
250 student attended the four-hour long event; those attendees wrote comments on a public
board about how they express themselves and what they find meaningful.
During the event, the main hallway of Mt. Pleasant’s Center for Student Services was filled
with activity, booths highlighting various student clubs, balloons, music, MMCC’s cheerleaders and
other athletes, and even the MMCC mascot Harry the Heron.
The Honor Society collaborated with faculty like Lucy Andarcia, who advises the
International Student Organization at MMCC. This newly-created student group set up an
interactive booth, offered food samples, and played music native to the nine countries that were
represented. A total of eight clubs from MMCC participated in the event.
Phi Theta Kappa’s mission is to recognize and encourage the academic achievement of twoyear college students and to promote their growth through academic, service, and leadership
programming. As a requirement of achieving the highest recognition status, 5-Star status, each
chapter must complete a Honors in Action project. The “What Moves You” event was MMCC’s
project this year, responding to the theme “quests of human expression.”
“We are encouraged to see the energy that this event provided, not just among students,
but also among the MMCC faculty and staff who came to see what all the excitement was about,”
remarked Joshua Pretzer, one of the event’s student organizers. “As student leaders, it is
important to leave our mark, use our voice, and make a difference for MMCC and future students.
It’s been incredibly important for me to get involved at Mid, and I hope that we helped connect
other students to the college clubs that will encourage involvement in things that really move
them.”
- Alpha Omicron Omicron
Mid Michigan Community College
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Omicron Iota’s Roby the Robot assists
with Honors in Action
The Phi Theta Kappa Omicron Iota Chapter planned, worked, and achieved. Iota's awesome
Roby the Robot passed out flyers for College Project all over campus. Their goal is to help
students reach their dreams with will and ambition. It is not only students on campus but people
from the outside, too. That is where the Honors in Action (HIA) project comes in. The ThreeDimensional Printing project Iotas are working on is focused on prostheses. Now, Omicron Iota
wanted to give back those who gave us much more, the Disabled American Veterans. To begin
with, on Nov 19th, the chapter had a marvelous evening with "Learn to Swing Dance" event. This
event was outstanding. It was a pre-event for the benefit that the chapter has been working on for
HIA. The "Swing into Service for Our Soldiers" benefit was held on Dec 19.
The night featured Detroit's renowned Rhythm Society Orchestra, a 15-piece band with
vocalist, reminiscent of the Glenn Miller Orchestra, in the beautiful night in which we gave back
our soldiers by supporting Disabled American Veterans - Because Everyone Deserves a Chance to
Dance!
- Omicron Iota
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CHAPTER OFFICER REGIONAL ENCOURAGEMENT PROGRAM
2014 - 2015
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A Note from your Regional Board:

“The C.O.R.E. purpose is to encourage involvement in Phi Theta Kappa programs and activities, as
well as strengthen communication bet ween members.”

We
are Sad
to Share
thegoal,
Following
News: officer will have specific chapters to contact. The
Working
towards
that
each regional

regional board is inviting you to participate, and we want to hear from you! If you have
questions,
comments,
or are inhas
needstepped
of any assistance,
please
contact
us! role. We
Penny
Willis,
Michigan concerns,
Region Secretary,
down from her
Regional
Officer

wish Penny all the best as she regains her health! For the time being, the remaining Regional
Chaptershave
are divided
encouraged
to call
or email
theirplease
regional
invitation
to an induction,
Officers
up her
CORE
Chapters,
seeofficer
the listwith
that an
follows.
The Regional
Officers
member
orientation,
or
chapter
event.
Receiving
the
invitation
at
least
t
wo
weeks
prior
would
will be making a decision about the vacancy and will post something to the Regional list serves
be appreciated.
when the decision is made.

Communication from each regional officer shall be divided up as listed below:
Liz Powell
President

Anne McLeod
Vice President

Hayley Younce
PR/Historian

Alpena C.C.
Nu Omicron

Bay de Noc C.C.
Alpha Xi Delta

Delta College
Xi Delta

Henry Ford C.C.
Alpha Xi Mu

Gogebic C.C.
Alpha Rho Chi

Glen Oaks C.C.
Alpha Delta Omega

Monroe County C.C.
Tau Omicron

Grand Rapids C.C.
Alpha Upsilon Kappa

Kellogg C.C.
Alpha Nu Eta

Oakland C.C. Auburn Hills
Alpha Omicron Rho

Jackson C.C.
Alpha Rho Lambda

Kirtland C.C.
Alpha Omicron Gamma

Oakland C.C. Highland Lakes
Alpha Omicron Kappa

Kalamazoo Valley C.C.
Alpha Rho Nu

Montcalm C.C.
Alpha Tau Alpha

Oakland C.C. Orchard Ridge
Alpha Omicron Xi

Lake Michigan College
Mu Nu

Muskegon C.C.
Beta Xi Xi

Oakland C.C. Royal Oak/
Southfield
Alpha Omicron Psi

Lansing C.C.
Mu Tau

North Central Michigan College
Alpha Omicron Upsilon

Schoolcraft College
Omicron Iota

Macomb C.C.
Beta Lambda Kappa

Southwestern Michigan College
Sigma Psi

St. Clair County C.C.
Lambda Mu

Mid Michigan C.C.
Alpha Omicron Omicron

West Shore C.C.
Alpha Phi Phi

Washtenaw C.C.
Beta Gamma Alpha

Mott C.C.
Alpha Omicron Iota

Wayne County C.C.
Alpha Upsilon Zeta

Northwestern Michigan College
Alpha Rho Pi
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